
Migration as an enduring theme of human history: migrations in ancient times, the  

historical past, and the present.  

 

Migration at a variety of scales: local, regional, and international. 

 

Examples of migrations through time include: 

• the movement of the first human groups from their point of origin (East Africa?) to 

their present distribution around the entire globe; 

• the movement of peoples within early civilizations for trade, seeking raw materials, 

making war; 

• the momentous movement of "barbarians" like the Huns, Goths, Visigoths, and 

Vandals out of Central Asia and into the Roman Empire bringing about its fall; 

• the movement of the Islamic Moors across North Africa from Arabia and northward into 

Europe via Spain, into Central Asia via Turkey and into the Balkans; 

• the Vikings migrating from modern day Denmark and Norway to Iceland, and from 

Norway and Sweden into Russia  

 

Recent migrations include: 

• the movement on an unprecedented scale of Europeans to North and South America;  

• British to Africa, Australia, and New Zealand;  

• Africans to North and South America;  

• Indians (from what is today India/Pakistan/Bangladesh) to East Africa, Southeast Asia, 

the Caribbean, Fiji--all parts of the British Empire;  

• Chinese throughout Southeast Asia;  

• Jews from Europe to Israel;  

• Americans and Canadians westward across the North American continent;  

• Russians eastward across the Asian continent;  

• Mexicans, Vietnamese, Central Americans, Cubans, Haitians to the US 

 

Migration has had a significant effect on world history: 

• It has contributed to the evolution and development of separate cultures.  

• It has contributed to the diffusion of cultures by interchange and communication.  

• It has contributed to the complex mix of people and cultures found in different regions of 

the world today. 

 

Migrations can be classified into 5 types. Each type can then be classified as either 

conservative or innovative: 

• An innovative move is one in which the migrant undertakes a new way of life.  

• A conservative move preserves an accustomed way of life in new surroundings.  

1. Primitive Migration: in response to environmental conditions; usually undertaken by people  

at low levels of development.  

2. Forced Migration: compulsory transfer of a group of people, usually by a government.  

3. Impelled Migration: similar to Forced Migration but it differs in that migrants retain some  

ability to decide whether to move or not.  

4. Free Migration: individual movements for economic betterment.  

5. Mass Migration: large numbers, entire communities, moving en masse without being fully  

informed on an individual basis of what to expect.  

 

The decision to migrate is complex but can usually be conceptualized as the result of 

two factors: push factors and pull factors. 

Push Factors: negative home conditions that impel the decision to migrate, e.g., loss of job,  

lack of professional opportunities, overcrowding, famine, war, pestilence 

Pull Factors: positive attributes perceived to exist at the new location, e.g., jobs, better  

climate, low taxes, more room, professional opportunities 


